CALL FOR PARTICIPATION

We invite you to submit proposals for traditional presentations, or you can organize custom sessions, panels, and workshops. We encourage presentations related to our theme of Mapping For Change but all cartographic topics are welcome.

SUBMISSIONS

Visit nacis.org/2016 to submit an abstract by May 31, 2016 for the Main Conference, Practical Cartography Day, or Geographic Data Collections Day.

Main Conference
The main conference includes presentations, panels, and special sessions. If you'd like to propose something special, contact us at veep@nacis.org.

Practical Cartography Day
Join professional cartographers and scholars for this all-day event focused on making maps in all formats. New design ideas, web mapping tips, and more!
Questions about PCD? Email pcd@nacis.org

Geographic Data Collections Day
This all-day event focuses on cartographic and geographic data collections in libraries, archives, and museums.
Questions about GDCD? Email gdcd@nacis.org

OTHER WAYS TO PARTICIPATE

Map Gallery
Show off your best cartographic designs, experimental techniques, or research.

Student Map & Poster Competition and Student Dynamic Map Competition
Cash prizes of $500 offered for the best print and digital maps as well as research.

Online submissions are due on May 31, 2016 - visit nacis.org/2016 or contact us at posters@nacis.org for more details.

For meeting details, links to contest rules, travel grant applications, and much more, visit: nacis.org/2016

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

Kirk Goldsberry
Writer for Grantland/ESPN/FiveThirtyEight, Visiting Scholar at Harvard

Rebecca Solnit
Author of Infinite City: A San Francisco Atlas and Contributor at Harper’s
Save the dates! October 19–22, 2016

Our reservation block sells out every year, so please make your reservation early to ensure you receive the NACIS discounted rate.

The Antlers Hotel, Colorado Springs, CO
Reserve online: tinyurl.com/NACIS2016
Or, call (866) 299–4602 and ask for the NACIS block (code 8690) to get the group rate of $159.00 for a Standard King room or a two Queen room.

Conference theme
MAPPING FOR CHANGE

Maps are an ideal canvas for representing change, and in many cases maps themselves can be used as agents of change.

NACIS 2016 will highlight the ways in which cartography can show and enable change in people, landscapes, and their interactions.